propose and analyze an approach to molecular orientation. Unfortunately, the discussed idea will be never realized because of it is based on a wrong explanation of experimental results. We have now much more important task: experimental study of a strong time noninvariance in optics.
Over a long period of time a two kinds of alignment of molecules in laser field are studied and discussed: geometric and dynamic alignment [1, 2] . The concept of geometric alignment supposes the existence of some dependence of a molecular absorption cross-section from an orientation of the molecular axes toward the direction of the laser light and its polarization vector. There are absent any doubts now that such dependence really exists (see, for example, Ref. [3] ). However, it is, possibly, not very strong and not very sharp.
The concept of dynamic alignment supposes that the induced dipole moment created by nonresonant interaction of a laser with the anisotropic polarizability of the molecule produces a double-well potential. A free rotation is replaced by pendular oscillations. "The pendular alignment occurs adiabatically and persists only during the duration of the laser pulse, if it is long compared with the librational and rotational periods. However, field-free alignment can be obtained by use of an ultrashort pulse that produces recurrent alignment due to revivals of coherent rotational wave packets ..." [4] .
But we believe that the concept of a dynamic alignment (adiabatic or nonadiabatic) is a myth. This concept does not have till now any experimental proof. It is used for explanation of experimental results. It is quite suit as a working hypothesis, especially for the case, when any other alternative explanations are absent.
However, now such alternative explanation exists. This is the concept of inequality of forward and reversed processes in optics [5] . Together with the geometric alignment concept it easily explains practically all observed alignment phenomena. At the first step a forward degenerated Raman transition in the strong nonresonant laser field takes place. One photon is absorbed and other photon is emitted. If there any difference exists between this two photons (in frequency or in direction of motion), the atom gains a memory about its initial state (orientation). This memory is manifested in great difference in cross-sections of forward and reversed transitions. The molecule continues free rotation and changes its orientation in space. The cross-section of it interaction with laser radiation decreases (forward transition). When later the molecule return into the initial state (orientation), the cross-section greatly increase (reversed transition) and we observe the so-called revival.
In contrast to the dynamic alignment concept, the inequality concept has independent and direct experimental proofs, which are connected neither with a rotation of molecules, nor with an atom's motion in optical lattice or trap. The first proof is the experimental results of a pump-probe study of polyatomic molecules excitation by infrared laser radiation in a molecular beam [6, 7] . It clearly show that difference in spectral widths and differential cross-sections of forward (absorption) and reversed (stimulated emission) transitions can exceed three -five orders of magnitude (although the integral cross-sections of transitions should be equal) [5] .
The second proof is the result of experimental study of a splitting and mixing of photons [8, 9] . The process of photon mixing in this case may be reversed (when the frequency of formed photons is equal to the frequency of initial photons before the splitting) or forward (when the frequency of formed photons differs from the frequency of initial photons). The results of these experiments clearly show that the forward and reversed processes are not equal: the reversed process is much more efficient.
Over a long period of time we need in experimental study of a strong time noninvariance in optics. This is not very difficult task: we need here usually in a quite simple pump-probe apparatus [10] and in some small quantity of an unzombied brain.
